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Overall on track to meet Spring Term 2016  SIP milestones. 

• Key Priority 1. (Leadership and Management) Evidence of good impact.   

• Key Priority 2. (Quality of Teaching, Learning and Assessment)  Good evidence of impact.  Attainment is very good and outstanding at EYFS, KS1 and for 

some children across KS2. 

• Key Priority 3. (outcomes for children)  Good evidence of impact. Quality of Teaching is good with increasing evidence of some being outstanding. 

• Key Priority 4. (EYFS) Evidence of securely Good impact, with growing evidence of outstanding. 

Context of school 

• 78 children and 10 in Nursery.   

• No safeguarding actions.      Arrangements made for Jason Edge, Headteacher of Upottery to be Deputy Designated Safeguarding Lead between Chris Thomas’s 

training lapsing and the course Chris will attend to update (no dates available before his training lapses). 

• No Health and Safety concerns or reports.  Audit reported back elsewhere – 99% score. 

• Attendance continues to be strong.  No exclusions. 

Overall Effectiveness 

• Tasks and actions completed to date or will be by the end of the term. 

• Growing evidence of sustained movement towards outstanding. 

Leadership and Management – ON TARGET 

Priority: 1 To improve effectiveness of leadership and management at all levels to improve pupil outcomes 
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• JD, PA, AB attended Heads, Chairs, Clerks’ Course – a very inspiring day in which we recognised the significant strengths we each have in our roles, the 

significant strengths of the Governing Board, it’s routines and systems which result in leadership and management which is outstanding – this outstanding 

will be secured by the action points we have from the day and through sustained evidence of continuing to work and develop as we have over the past year. 

• Due to the fact that we successfully and rapidly achieved the goals set for us through TISP and have continued to improve the effectiveness of our Governing 

Board, I have been asked to support another headteacher and PA to support the chair of Governors.   

• Evidence of collaborative working – I have undertaken lesson observations with another local headteacher in order to support monitoring and next steps for 

both teachers and whole school improvement.  This has been a very interesting process and has provided other opportunities for staff to work collaboratively 

to improve wider teaching and learning, moderate and support each other as peers. 

• Financial plan to Resources – verbal update. 

• SIAMS Training completed, agenda for May as agreed.  Governor understanding of roles and responsibilities has developed due to the training.  Further 

action in May as agreed.  SIAMS on all Curriculum Agendas. 

• Children’s views have been sought about Collective Worship and fed back through Ethos Committee.  Governor visits this term have encouraged governors to 

talk with children about each area of focus.  Children are clear about aspects of collective worship they enjoy and have worked with school leadership to 

improve those areas they identified, eg range of songs, opportunities for prayer and development of class prayer books have all been as a direct result of 

pupil voice. 

• Governor to attend staff meeting to update impact of Fundamental British Values on 17.3.16,  information shared after then. 

Quality of teaching – on target and improving 

Priority 2. Quality of Teaching, Learning and Assessment 
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• Chris will complete the Outstanding Teacher course this term.  Charlotte Kirkland has attended two days of her NQT course and a course on Mastery in 

Maths.  Both Chris and Charlotte have been able to visit other schools as part of their courses.   Both have brought back a number of initiatives and ideas 

which have positively impacted on the quality of teaching, such as Chris’s suggestions for areas to investigate during T4T (Talk for Teaching) and reflective 

analysis both as a member of staff and with children; Charlotte brought back a very simple idea to help point out to children how they can immediately 

improve handwriting. 

• Monitors of presentation, handwriting, marking and feedback have highlighted the improvements made since September.  Expectations are upheld by staff, 

children identify their own learning progress and make more rapid progress because of the feedback from marking.  There is a clearly demonstrable 

progression across year groups and classes from Year 1 to Year 6.  Peter V joined us for the most recent monitor, the impact of governors joining staff to 

undertake such vital monitoring together not only cements the relationship between staff and Governors, but enables the governing board to understand 

and identify the highly professional and open relationships amongst the staff and high quality professional dialogue which promotes improvement. 

• Learning journey books are used as appropriate  across year groups to demonstrate where learning is not otherwise recorded. 

• Following the NPD Inset around Growth Mindsets, children across the school are using language associated with the Growth Mindset and pointing out 

attitudes of a Growth Mindset in each other.  Staff report that children who used to have a very fixed mindset are making better progress because their 

learning attitude is improving, they are enjoying the concept that they can and will improve, they know how to improve and although they may not have 

achieved their goal yet, they know what will help them and they understand that they will achieve it… then set another one! 

• Policy update discussions with all staff and Behaviour Policy with parent council have indicated that the impact of the School Improvement Plan over the past 

two years has been to draw together the clear vision for our school, all groups with whom I held discussions are using similar language to explain the same 

‘ideal’ ways of working both as a staff team and with our children.  This is a significant development from two years ago. 

• Science week activities are planned, the week takes place between my writing and the FGB meeting – verbal feedback on impact. 

Achievement 

Priority 3.  Outcomes for Children 

• Following various CPD (Continuous Professional Development) events, we have now developed what we are confident will be a robust way to record the 

attainment and progress of children.  This will meet the needs of recording and reporting assessment in the New National Curriculum, identifying the 

progress each child has made and highlighting their next steps. Information will be provided for Governors which will be clear and will help to align the way in 

which data from EYFS through to Year 6 is presented.  (AB to discuss with IW as Data Governor.) 

• Impact of work with Catherine Dunnett, Educational Psychologist, and other CPD both in and out of school has had the impact of focussing the support for 

the vulnerable children in Year 5, both have made very pleasing progress which is more rapid than in the previous term. 

Behaviour, Safety and Wellbeing 
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• Behaviour of the children remains outstanding.  

• Educational Psychologist has been working with a class teacher and teaching team to support the needs of a child who is CIC and has a statement around targets 

identified and agreed through the most recent LAC Review and Annual Review.   

• The parent of one child has expressed concern around the behaviour of a child with significant and ongoing needs towards her own child.  I have met with all 

families concerned, all children and talked with the whole class.  Both families recognise the support being provided for their children. Staff are aware.  Actions 

taken both at the time and following on have resulted on positive steps and improvement.  Teaching team and I will continue to monitor. 

EYFS 

Priority 4: EYFS 

• One child (PPG) who has been receiving additional support has made significant progress in phonic awareness and is demonstrating clear evidence of beginning to 

close the gap. 

• All children receiving intervention support  for identified needs have made very pleasing progress, in many cases this is rapid progress.  These steps are noticeable 

both in the individual children as they work towards and meet their targets and the impact on the whole class where the Nursery children are integrating well and 

the reception children are all enjoying the early stages of the more formal learning which will bring them to a point ready to move to Year 1. 

Parental Engagement 

• I have requested the Parent Council consider whether they would advise the Governing Board to retain the Environmental Education Policy (an area of significant 

interest to a number of parents, but covered by Curriculum Statement), to consider the homework policy and to work with me to develop the Accessibility 

Strategy. 

• Visitors to school have commented on the strength of the school’s reputation within our local area.   

• Very good attendance at parents’ evenings with staff catching up with any who didn’t attend, all parents have had appointments have been followed up. Staff 

aware to ensure they do talk with all. 

SIAMS 

• Ethos Group Children have made decisions about class prayer books and fed back to all staff.  They have made decisions about the next steps for Collective 

Worship based on children’s views and feedback. They requested a focus on prayer , asking to ‘break apart and understand’ the Lord’s Prayer and begin to use a 

modern version. In the second half they have requested a focus on sharing, enjoying and learning more bible stories. 

 


